With the onset of digital cameras in the market, a lot of people have begun to notice "Balls of Light" in various sizes with a definitive pattern and inner glow in most of the photographs they'd taken. The key difference between a digital camera and a normal camera is that the digital camera has no film, instead it has a sensor that converts light into electrical charges.

At its most basic level, this is all there is to a digital camera. Just like a conventional camera, it has a series of lenses that focus light to create an
Orbs are transdimensional light beings in simpler words they are a conscious form of spiritual energy traveling through dimensions and are mostly invisible to the naked eye seen by a few gifted people and captured by digital cameras all over the planet. Orbs are seen mostly around places with good vibrations such as places where people are singing, dancing, meditating or praying ... basically having a good time with a lot positive energy all around ! The most common belief is that Orbs are Spirits, Cherubs, Angels, Ghosts or Fairies watching over us and guiding us in subtle ways experienced within our conscious and subconscious states of awareness. Similar Balls of Light have been seen around crop circles and some believe some of these Orbs to be Extraterrestrials or UFOs manifesting interacting with the consciousness. Modern day Chi Kung Masters speak of Orbs as balls of energy that can communicate and heal. Orbs also react to peoples emotions and appear in greater numbers when people are experiencing emotions or conscious states of love, joy and bliss ! It is possible to manifest Orbs as it is an interactive phenomena and our consciousness creates ... Orbs are seen in different colors as well. Most of the Orbs i have seen in pictures on the Internet and in some of the pictures I'd taken on my Olympus FE-330 are simple bright white balls of light while there are some blue orbs as well. There have been pictures taken by others which you can find on the net of orange, golden and pink orbs as well. Orbs are seen at spiritual gatherings,
A cub of the Divine Lion, somehow I found myself confined in a sheepfold of frailties and limitations. Fear-filled, living long with sheep, …

The Lion People : Feline Humanoid ET Race
Couple of years back while I was talking to a friend about UFOs, something came up in the course of our conversation which instantly rang…

Santa Claus, Magic Mushroom & The Flying Reindeer
The Story of Santa Claus is the story of the Magic Mushroom ! Santa Claus is the Amanita Muscaria or Fly Agaric Mushroom ! Santa's Red and…

Hoffmann's Potion : LSD Documentary
In 2002 Conpecta Film finished a film called "Hoffmann's Potion: The Early Years of LSD", Written and directed by Connie Littlefield and Prod…

Terence McKenna's Stoned Ape
Theory Psychedelic Mushroom
The Legend of Terence McKenna is with us even today, living through discussions, messages, videos, podcasts, pictures and all communication…
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Rick 21.12.08
I have an rather extremely unusual Orb photo. I've seen hundreds of pics of rain drops, dust, and floaters. I had never seen (til now) an orb that emits light that shines on the wall. I only ask if you're interested, that you supply an email capable of receiving a photo 1.25Mb, for most sites are around 300Kbs or less. Like I said, I've seen many questionable pics and would like to hear an opinion of this one. My best to you, Sonny Day.

Reply

Rick 21.12.08
How can I submit an orb photo that is just too amazing? It emits light on the wall. You must be able receive a 1.25Mb photo. No one will be a skeptic after seeing this photo. The one in a million shot. My best to you, Sonny day

Reply

junkified 12.4.09
I concur with Rick's comment (above or below), if there was any way to do it, I'd jump at the chance to share a few of my Orb collections. I just saw another amazing batch of photos featuring Orbs of many shapes and sizes floating directly above people's heads at an MLM/Network Marketing conference I attended in St. Louis last year. One of the shots is of a prominent religious event organizer & fellow MLM millionaire with a Silver Cord shooting from from his midsection right past my frame of view. Another shot is of a Mormon Bishop from Arizona chatting with a group of MLMers and a super-massive intensely white Orb looming directly over his shoulder while an eight-ball sized Orb ejects directly from his mouth at a very fast speed so as to leave a dust trail of light streaking past my frame of view like a mini comet emitting from his mouth. All weird stuff. In fact, using the same camera at the same time revealed most of the other shots devoid of any Orb anomalies, only certain people, certain groups of people, never just orbs alone in a hallway, but always around specific personalities and never in my viewfinder at the time I shot them. Using a Kodak EasyShare 7590.

Reply

Cosmic Oneness 9.8.09
If you would like to share your Orb Photos please send them to psychedelicadventurer@gmail.com!

Thank You for sharing!

((( Love & Light )))

Great time for a Spiritual Awakening and the time is Now :)
Anonymous 16.8.09
i went to a place called whittingham mental asylum, it dates back from about 130 years ago in Lancashire England. Anyway i took my camera, to see if i could spot some orbs, i took a few pictures, and there was the odd one, as we started walking round the place, we came to a huge courtyard, instantly i felt in awe, at the same time i felt slightly sick and nervous. I took a picture. And the place was full of orbs, i turned to my friend and said, i really dont feel welcome here.we left shortly after that.

Reply

Cosmic Oneness 16.8.09
Being around Orbs is quite an exhilarating experience ... :)

Thank you for sharing !

(((( Peace ))))

Reply

Anonymous 1.9.09
Please have a look at my picture video "Living UFO". In the end you will see a close up of a hovering orb, that I have seen and studied myself from up close, like a face across the table.

It shows that your schematic interpretation is not correct. It is not just a ball with equal layers all around.

http://www.youtube.com/user/LiteWaiter

Take care, LW

Reply

Cedar 2.10.09
I notice you have two of my Orb photos on this page. You may be interested in the new article I have written on my website


Feedback here welcome of course!

Cedar

Reply

Cosmic Oneness 3.10.09
Namaste :)

Our Transdimensional Friends are all around us ... Loved reading your article Cedar ! Deeply en-light-ing :)

In Love & Light ... Now & Forever ... ONE !

Reply
Cedar 3.10.09

Thanks for having a peep Cosmic Oneness. I have just taken
divine photos of a possum in a fork of a tree with orbs watching
on.... almost full moon here in Oz.

Hardly a night goes by when I don't photograph our
Transdimensional Friends. Sheer bliss.

In Oneness

Cedar

Reply

ay 12.12.09

My husband captured an orb-filled image with his digital
camera on a recent hike through the mountains. Namaste.

Reply

Anonymous 4.1.10

I found a perfectly round light blue orb behind my 3 year old
daughter in a pic taken on Xmas Eve 2009. In the next photo
take a second later, it was gone. It appeared to have a 'cartoonish' face. Pretty cool stuff!

Reply

Cosmic Oneness 4.1.10

Namaste Dear One ...

Please feel free to share your Orb photos ... You can also email
them to psychedelicadventurer@gmail.com ...

Our Transdimensional Friends of Love & Light are All Ways
...a~round :)

In Lak'ech ...

Reply

Anonymous 13.1.10

i have a picture with an orb by my head an a face is in the orb
can any one explain this

Reply

Cosmic Oneness 13.1.10

Your Spirit Guides are always around ... If you could please
share the picture with us ...

Also recommended ... Diana Cooper on Angels, Orbs, Ascension
& 2012 ! ... Namaste :)

Love & Light ... All Ways !

Reply

Anonymous 14.1.10
Everyone has orb photos, I have so many of me and friends and then there’s a random few orbs about.

Reply

Brett Elliott  25.1.10

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCkwHC-YSc

or Google Ratu Orbs.
Amazing Balinese Spiritual Master Ratu Bagus talks about Orbs... incredible pictures... there is also a video of moving orbs captured...

bounteous Beauty,
Brett, Oz

Reply

Anonymous  11.3.10

Thank you for very interesting information about orbs. I have a homepage: GabrielleNamaste.se with some pictures of orbs. If you would like to look. I’m from Sweden but some pages are in English. I believe they are some kind of spiritual energy, because I felt them when I shoted the pictures, and I could only shoot the orbs when I was in higher level of spiritual energy. Again thank you for very interesting information on your homepage. Namasté Gabrielle

Reply

Cosmic Oneness  17.4.10

... Namaste Dear Gabrielle ... Thank You for sharing ... Love Always ... :))

Reply

Anonymous  31.7.10

I am from Hyderabad, I went to NTR Gardens in Hyderabad with my family. When I have taken pictures there in the pictures I found lots of these light balls. I thought its some dust on the lens. But these light circles are there in almost all the photos I took

Reply

Shadow  20.8.10

this kind of thing are so common.

Reply

Anonymous  24.8.10

I’ve seen one fly out of a tv that was off at the time, pause then fly out the window. My brother was in the room with me and saw it as well.

It was pretty amazing

Reply
Betty 29.8.10
Thank you for the information on Orbs. Every Christmas we find them on many of our pictures. Taken by different people's cameras. We feel it is family enjoying the Holidays with us.

Reply

Larry White Buffalo 8.8.11
To view our Orb, Angel and Fairy photos please visit http://www.benevolentspirits.com/ Thank you!

Reply

Replies

DawnChristine 20.9.12
Please look at these images beings formed from cloud sprays on my blog ... every photo 100% authentic unedited (except for cropping to show you close up)
http://dotmedia.ning.com/profiles/blogs /the-elementals-are-channeling-through-images

Very clear orb from September 13 2012

Reply

Allanah Stanhope 25.9.12
Thanks for the chance to see so many ORBS, and transdiamensional light beings, cant wait to see more...and truly interact with them...love and light to you....

Reply